Welcome to
DynaFence
™

DynaFence™
A revolution in timber fencing.
Have you ever wished for a fence that is fast to install,
will stay straight, and is well priced?
DynaFence™ is your answer.
To ﬁnd out more
T: 1300 598 223 E: sales@dynagroup.com.au

A revolution in
timber fencing

DynaFence™ comes in prefabricated modular fence panels, that are easy
to handle. It is a simple design and can be used on slopes up to 1:6 gradient.
Just fasten together with a few screws, and this makes for a fence that can
be installed twice as quick!!
Yes, that is right – DOUBLE your install speed.
This means that for fencing contractors, you can double your revenue while your
overheads stay the same.
DynaFence beneﬁts
Fast and easy to install – no nails and suits sloping land
Maintains good neighbours – looks the same from both sides
Long lasting – stays straight and sturdy
Australian design developed for our climate
Can be designed to be pool fencing compliant

To ﬁnd out more
T: 1300 598 223 E: sales@dynagroup.com.au

Solutions
prefabricated
DynaFence™ is manufactured in our own factory and sold to customers
as a completed prefabricated panel.

Variations
Gates
Gates are essential for any fence system, and the
DynaFence™ is no exception. Our systems are
designed to manufacture personnel gates as well.
Order your gates from us too, which are designed
to look just like the rest of the fence. They come as
a modular item, so you can quickly customise it onsite
to your requirements.
Half-panels
To ensure you can quickly do any corners, returns,
or smaller sections, we can also prefabricate
part-panels to order.
This will ensure that you can continue to install
quickly onsite.

Stiffeners
For sections or areas where higher strength is needed
in your posts, we can supply you with powder coated
steel posts.

Integration with retaining wall
The DynaFence™ system can easily be installed on top
of concrete sleeper retaining walls, or be integrated
with the smaller timber sleeper retaining walls.
This will ensure that it can be used in every situation.

To ﬁnd out more
T: 1300 598 223 E: sales@dynagroup.com.au

Easy
installation
Steps
Plan your fencing installation

1
2

Set out post spacings
Pay close attention to boundaries, corners and ends.

Dig holes

Install your end and corner posts

3
4

Mix and pour concrete into end and corner post holes
By using a dry batch, this will help support the post to ensure
it stays straight.
Set end posts, corner posts

Begin your fence panel installation, start from an end or corner post

5
6
7
8

Connect the DynaFence™ panel to a post
Fasten using the screws provided.

Mix and pour concrete into the next post hole
By using a dry batch, this will help support the post to ensure it stays straight.

Fasten a post onto the free end of the DynaFence™ panel

Repeat steps 5-7 until your fencing installation is completed.
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